
Mariam Jimoh

Mariam is the founder of newly launched Oja a
marketplace for cultural and specialist groceries, and
Onwe a brand dedicated to publishing and platforming
diverse stories. She attended University College
London where she earned her BSc, her career
background is in Mergers & Acquisitions, and is a self
confessed serial entrepreneur.

Although Mariam began her career in investment
banking at Rothschild & Co - she has always been
passionate about filling gaps for underrepresented
communities.

Whilst in university she founded WCAN (wcan.uk), a
6000-strong network dedicated to the professional
and personal development of Black women, whilst
also working closely with corporate firms such as
Goldman Sachs, KPMG and Slaughter and May to
attract, hire and retain Black women.

Her passion for diversity coupled with her business
acumen and strategic background was what led her to
co-found Onwe and develop Oja, to focus on
amplifying diverse voices and under-represented
cultures and ideals.



Oja is a digital marketplace for cultural and specialist groceries taking
on the challenge of making the global, local. Mariam feels that many
cultural groups are under-served in the groceries they know and use,
and the grocery stores for various marginalised cultures are under-
served. Combining her skills set of strategy, finance and problem
solving with being a ‘foodie and wine-head’, she wanted to serve these
communities by bringing these goods online.

Getting Oja right was very important to Mariam as she sees herself as
the quintessential Oja customer.

“In the Yoruba language – which is my heritage, I’m a British-Nigerian –
Oja means market; it is a cosmopolitan market where you can go to
find pretty much anything you need. When I left home - ready to take
on the big bad world - I still wanted access to my greatest connection
to home and growing up, Nigerian foods and products. I have spent
years ‘shopping’ in my parents' cupboards when I visited!”

Oja looks to service goods tied to specific cultures and ethnicities that
you can’t find in your local supermarket - from your local Chinese
supermarket, an Italian deli, Polish sklep to your favourite Afro-
Caribbean store or Afro hair shop. The aim is to bring you a little bit
closer to your culture and your community through providing you
items that you know and love.

Oja is about building a ‘locally global food economy’ – Mariam is ready 
to optimise the whole value chain. If you reimagined Amazon with an 
ethical and cultural ethos, you would get Oja. 

OJA means market in Yoruba

The cultural specialist grocery
More than just the ‘world foods’ aisle



Onwe was founded in 2018 by Mariam Jimoh alongside Kosi
Reni Amayo. Onwe focuses on storytelling that allows for
marginalised ideas and diverse voices to be centre, and
ensuring ownership for those creating the narratives. They
recently acquired the world rights to three titles from debut
authors - Ashaye Brown, Di Lebowitz and Rab Ferguson - to be
published across 2021.

The business was born from a noticeable gap in the market.
Kosi was pitching her debut novel Daughters of Nri and after
speaking with a number of publishers she felt that the
language used to describe her book was tokenistic. It seemed
the value they saw in her book was its ability to tick off a
‘diversity’ checkbox.

Mariam and Kosi realised others might be in the same boat
and over dinner they discussed the possibility of creating a
publishing vehicle that could bring books like Daughters of Nri
to the public, whilst giving the stories the justice they deserve.

Both founders believe that these stories should not be
othered because they focus on the perspectives of minority
groups. They deserve the same respect and individualism that
is given to stores that are deemed more mainstream.

ONWE means ownership / freedom in Igbo
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